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Income Tax 

Recent Case Laws:  

1. Share capital: Amount received on account of share capital from various shareholders ought not be treated 
as business income of assessee-company - G. S. Homes & Hotels (P.) Ltd. [2016] 73 taxmann.com 120 (SC).  

2. Income Tax: Sum credited in pass book couldn't be held as unexplained if assessee wasn't maintaining 
books of account Smt. Manasi Mahendra Pitkar v. Income-tax Officer 1 (2), Thane [2016] 
73 taxmann.com 68 (Mumbai - Trib.) The addition has been made by the Assessing Officer by treating the 
cash deposits in the bank account as an unexplained cash credit within the meaning of section 68. The legal 
point raised by the assessee is to the effect that the bank Pass Book is not an account books maintained by her 
so as to fall within the ambit of section 68. Under section 68, it is only when an amount is found credited in the 
account books of the assessee for any previous year that the deeming provisions of section 68 would apply in 
the circumstances mentioned therein. Notably section 68 would come into play only in a situation 'where any 
sum is found credited in the books of an assessee.  The Bombay High Court in the case of CIT v. Bhaichand 
Gandhi [2013] 141 ITR 67/30 taxmann.com 220 has approved the proposition that a bank Pass Book 
maintained by the bank cannot be regarded as a book of the assessee for the purposes of section 68.  In the 
instant case, the assessee is not maintaining any books of account and section 68 has been invoked by the 
Assessing Officer only on the basis of the bank Pass Book. The invoking of section 68 has to fail because the 
bank Pass Book or bank statement cannot be construed to be a book maintained by the assessee for any 
previous year as understood for the purposes of section 68.  In view of the aforesaid, the impugned addition was 
unsustainable on account of inapplicability of section 68. 

3. Penalty under TDS:  No penalty for short deduction of TDS on warehouse charges if applicability of sec. 
194C or sec. 194-I is debatable: Hindustan Coca Cola Beverages (P.) Ltd. v. Joint Commissioner of Income-
tax [2016] 73 taxmann.com 71 (Delhi). 
 
4. Section 192 & 194J: Remuneration-Doctors : Where working condition of in-house consultant doctors in a 
hospital were under supervision and control of hospital authorities and they were paid fixed remuneration, 
services rendered by such doctors was in nature of employee and, thus, TDS was to be deducted on 
remuneration under section 192 - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 147 (Bangalore - Trib.).  Where remuneration paid 
to a visiting doctor was variable with number of patients attended by him, payment to him would be subject to 
TDS under section 195J - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 147 (Bangalore - Trib.).  Third Party Administrator: 
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Payments made to hospitals by TPA that engages medical professionals are liable to TDS under section 194J - 
[2016] 73 taxmann.com 146 (Mumbai - Trib.) 
 
5. Gifting of new house doesn't affect section 54 relief: Interpretation issue 
ITAT denies to withdraw the relief if new house is gifted to daughter within 3 years of purchase. 
Under the tax provisions, the litigations are more frequent with regard to capital gains. One of the probable 
reasons for so many litigations could be due to the quantum of tax that could be collected by the Revenue vis-a-
vis the amount of tax sought to be saved by the taxpayer. That is why seasoned tax practitioners travel the 
delicate terrain of capital gains tax planning with great care, as any error in such planning might lead to huge 
tax burden on the taxpayers besides denting their reputation. 
It may so happen that the taxpayers resort to some capital asset transactions by force of circumstances by 
keeping in the back of their minds the probable maximum tax consequences of such transactions. The income-
tax law does not cover all factual situations, notwithstanding the extensive coverages which are largely 
prompted by litigations and judicial pronouncements. 
Recently, the Chennai Bench of the appellate tribunal in ITO v. Abdul Hameed Khan Mohammed [2016] 65 
taxmann.com 211 dealt with the issue of allowing tax exemption under section 54 when the newly acquired 
residential house was gifted in the same financial year by the assessee. 
 
6. Sec. 271(1)(c): Penalty cannot be imposed if the AO does not specify whether the penalty is for 
"concealment of income" or for "furnishing inaccurate particulars". Penalty cannot be imposed in respect of 
income surrendered by the assessee if the AO does not link the income to incriminating documents. 
The income is offered by appellant on ad hoc basis without co-relating the amount of year wise disclosure 
without any corroborating evidence. The above disclosure has been accepted by assessing officer without 
referring to any incriminating material pertaining to respective years. The assessing officer as well as the 1st 
appellate authority has also not referred to any material based on which disclosure is made and assessed by the 
assessing officer. In view of this it is apparent that disclosure is without any material but merely on the 
statement of appellant. In our view, there may be several reasons for making surrender by an assessee and 
merely on this basis an inference beyond doubt cannot be drawn that there was concealment of particulars of 
income or furnishing inaccurate particulars thereof on the part of the assessee towards the surrendered income 
to attract penal provisions under sec. 271(1)(c) of the Act M. G. Contractors Pvt. Ltd vs. DCIT (ITAT Delhi) 
 
7. TDS: Fee For Defaults In Furnishing Certain Statements: 
No fees could be levied under section 234E prior to 1-6-2015, while issuing intimation under section 200A as 
power to charge/collect fees under section 234E was vested with revenue only on substitution of clause (c) to 
section 200A vide Finance Act, 2015 with effect from 1-6- 2015 - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 380 (Pune - Trib.) 
[2016] 73 taxmann.com 252 (Karnataka) 
 
8. Section 9: Income - Deemed to Accrue or Arise In India 
a. Royalties and fees for technical services/Software : SLP granted against High Court's ruling that where 
assessee, a French company, supplied equipments and services for GSM Cellular Radio Telephone Systems to 
various entities in India, amount received towards supply of software along with hardware-rather software 
embedded in hardware did not amount to 'royalty' under section 9(1)(vi) - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 301 (SC) 
b. Permanent Establishment : SLP granted against High Court's ruling that even if a place of business squarely 
falls within definition of paragraph 1 of article 5 and is specifically listed in paragraph 2 of said article, same 
would, nonetheless, not be construed as a PE of an enterprise, if it falls within any of exclusionary clauses 
contained in sub-paras (a) to (e) of paragraph 3 of article 5 of DTAA - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 302 (SC) 
 
9. Deemed International Transaction:  Extension of credit period of sales to AE deemed as international 
transaction under transfer pricing: Tally Solutions (P.) Ltd. v. Assistant Commissioner of Income-tax[2016] 73 
taxmann.com 70 (Bangalore - Trib.) 
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10. Income from House Property – Annual Value 
If monthly maintenance charges are stipulated in the rent agreement to be paid by lessor / licencee /tenant, the 
same shall form part of rent for the purposes of computing annual value of the property. Where, however, the 
rent agreement stipulates that these charges shall be paid by the owner, it is obvious and reasonable to presume 
that the same is factored into the rent, fee or compensation payable by the lessee or the licencee. In that event 
the same cannot be added to the rent agreed to be paid - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 374 (Punjab & Haryana) 
 
11. Section 69A: Unexplained Money 
Penalty : Where search operation led to detection of various undisclosed bank accounts wherein undisclosed 
income of assessee was deposited, he could not challenge penalty order passed under section 271(1)(c) on 
ground that he bonafidely believed that he need not disclose those particulars and, thus, was not guilty of 
concealment of any income - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 323 (Andhra Pradesh) 
 
12. Charitable/Religious Institutions 
Surplus made by educational institution after carrying out educational activities by itself would not indicate that 
institution did not exist for educational purposes but for purposes of making profit - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 
373 (Gujarat)  
 
13. Section 14A: Expenditure incurred in relation to Income not includible in Total Income 
Where assessee company had not earned any exempt income during relevant year under consideration and said 
fact had not been controverted by revenue, no disallowance under section 14A could have been made - [2016] 
73 taxmann.com 233 (Mumbai - Trib.) 
 
14. Section 36(1)(vii): Bad Debts: Reopening of assessment: Where Assessing Officer in course of 
assessment proceedings does not reject assessee's claim but choses not to give any reasons, it cannot be 
concluded that he does not form any opinion on such a claim and, thus, reopening of assessment in such a 
situation on basis of change of opinion that assessee's claim for bad debt was wrongly allowed, would be 
impermissible - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 369 (Gujarat) 
 
15. Section 119: CBDT - Instructions to subordinate authorities 
Assessee could have applied for relaxation for claiming benefit under section 54-F only within time prescribed 
under that section and that too, if before making such claim, he had complied with required conditions to claim 
such deduction, section 119 (2) does not give any power to Central Board of Direct Taxes to extend time to 
claim deduction - [2016] 74 taxmann.com 28 (Punjab & Haryana) 
 
Govt. notifies tax rebate for 7 districts in Andhra Pradesh 
Government today said it is extending tax incentives for seven districts in Andhra Pradesh to boost industrial 
activity. The incentives have been extended for four districts of Rayalseema and three districts of North coastal 
region of the state under the Andhra Pradesh Re-organisation Act, 2014. “To further boost the industrial 
activities, the Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) has notified these seven districts for availing tax 
incentives under section 32(1)(iia) and section 32AD of the Income-tax Act. 
 
Thank you note from income tax department 
Over the years, the income tax department has come to acquire an image of an agency that usually harassed 
taxpayers, including the honest ones. But in the last few days several individuals were surprised to receive a 
'Certificate of Appreciation' in their mailbox, with some even mistaking it for a spam mail.  
But hold on. The certificate, signed by CBDT chairman Rani Singh Nair, mentions the taxpayer's name and 
permanent account number (PAN) and acknowledges his/her contribution "towards building of this great 
Nation".  
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Although it comes with a bar code at the bottom, it does not entitle you to any benefit. But it does make a 
distinction between how much an individual has paid in taxes during the last financial year. A majority of those 
who receive the certificate are in the bronze category, "contributing" between Rs 1 lakh and 10 lakh. Those who 
have paid Rs 10-50 lakh have been put in the silver category, while a contribution of Rs 50 lakh to Rs 1 crore 
will be in the gold club. The top segment, which has only a few persons, is platinum with tax payments of Rs 1 
crore or more.  
 
The certificates are being sent to taxpayers who have cleared their entire liability, have no outstanding tax 
liabilities and had filed their returns electronically in the prescribed time, which is July 31. This year, however, 
the deadline had been extended by five days.  
While the certificates are flowing into mailboxes in large numbers now, finance minister Arun Jaitley had 
handed over some of them at the end of last month. The move comes at a time when the tax department is 
desperately trying to change its image and appear to be more "customer-friendly" through a series of measures, 
including less intrusive assessment, lower face-to-face interaction with officers and a more polite language. 
 
 
Goods & Service Tax 
Ten$Faq$on$Basics$of$Goods$and$Service$Tax$
:By$Ca.$Arun$Ahuja$

$
Q.$1.$What$is$the$taxable$event$under$GST?$
Ans.!The!taxable!event!under!GST!shall!be!the!supply!of!goods!and!/!or!services!made!for!consideration!
in!the!course!or!furtherance!of!business.!The!taxable!events!under!the!existing!indirect!tax!laws!such!as!
manufacture,!sale,!or!provision!of!services!shall!stand!subsumed!in!the!taxable!event!known!as!‘supply’.!
Q$2.$Whether$all$assessees/dealers$who$are$already$registered$under$existing$central$excise/service$
tax/$vat$laws$will$have$to$obtain$fresh$registration?$
Ans.! No.! GSTN! shall! migrate! all! such! assessees/dealers! to! the! GSTN! network! and! shall! issue! GSTIN!
number!and!password.!They!will!be!asked!to!submit!all!requisite!documents!and!information!required!
for! registration! in! a! prescribed! period! of! time.! Failure! to! do! so! will! result! in! cancellation! of! GSTIN!
number.!
The!service!tax!assessees!having!centralized!registration!will!have!to!apply!afresh!in!the!respective!states!
wherever!they!have!their!businesses.!
Q$3.$At$the$time$of$registration$will$the$assessee$have$to$declare$all$his$places$of$business?$
Ans.! Yes.! The! principal! place! of! business! and! place! of! business! have! been! separately! defined! under!
section! 2(78)! &! 2(75)! of! MGL! respectively.! The! taxpayer! will! have! to! declare! the! principal! place! of!
business!as!well!as!the!details!of!additional!places!of!business!in!the!registration!form.!
Q$4.$Are$selfRsupplies$taxable$under$GST?$
Ans.!InterTstate!selfTsupplies!such!as!stock!transfers!will!be!taxable!as!a!taxable!person!has!to!take!state!
wise!registration!in!terms!of!Schedule!1(5).!Such!transactions!have!been!made!taxable!even!if!there!is!no!
consideration.!!However,!intraTstate!selfTsupplies!are!not!taxable.!
Q$5.$Whether$provision$of$service$or$goods$by$a$club$or$association$or$society$to$its$members$will$be$
treated$as$supply$or$not?$
Ans.!Yes.!Provision!of! facilities!by!a!club,!association,!society!or!any!such!body!to! its!members!shall!be!
treated!as!supply.!This!is!included!in!the!definition!of!‘business’!in!section!2(17)!of!MGL.!
!
Q.6.$What$is$the$need$for$the$Place$of$Supply$of$Goods$and$Services$under$GST?$
Ans.!The!basic!principle!of!GST!is!that! it!should!effectively!tax!the!consumption!of!such!supplies!at!the!
destination! thereof! or! as! the! case! may! at! the! point! of! consumption.! So! place! of! supply! provision!
determines!the!place!i.e.!taxable!jurisdiction!where!the!tax!should!reach.!The!place!of!supply!determines!
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whether! a! transaction! is! intraTstate! or! interTstate.! In! other! words,! the! place! of! Supply! of! Goods! is!
required! to! determine!whether! a! supply! is! subject! to! SGST! plus! CGST! in! a! given! State! or! else!would!
attract!IGST!if!it!is!an!interTstate!supply.!
Q.7.$What$are$the$Registration$Rules$under$GST$
Ans:!1.!The!application!of!registration!will!be!examined!by!proper!officer!and!he!will!approve!and!grant!
registration!within!three!common!working!days.!
2.! If! the!application! is! found!deficient,! then!applicant!will!be! intimated!within! three! common!working!
days.!Thereafter,!applicant!has!to!furnish!required!clarification,!information!or!documents!sought!within!
seven!working!days!electronically.!If!proper!officer!is!satisfied!with!details!provided!by!applicant,!he!will!
grant! registration!within! seven! common!working!days! from!receipt!of! such!details.!Otherwise,!he!will!
reject!application!and!inform!electronically!to!applicant.!
3.!The! registration! certificate!must!be!displayed!at!principal!place!of!business! and!at! every! additional!
place!of!business!and!GSTIN!must!be!displayed!in!the!name!board!at!the!entry!of!place.!
4.!The!person!obtaining!registration!as!casual!dealer! is!required!to!make!advance!deposit!of!estimated!
tax!liability!for!the!period!for!which!registration!is!sought.!
Q.$8.$What$are$the$Invoice$Rules$under$GST?$
1.!Supplier!has!to!mention!name,!address!of!recipient!and!delivery!address!along!with!name!of!State! if!
recipient!is!unregistered!and!taxable!value!of!supply!is!Rs.50,000!or!more.!
2.!The!invoice!must!contain!place!of!supply!if!supply!is!in!course!of!interTstate!trade!or!commerce.!
3.!The!invoice!must!be!in!triplicate!in!case!of!goods!and!in!duplicate!in!case!of!service.!The!invoice!shall!
be!issued!within!30!days!in!case!of!taxable!supply!of!services.!No!time!period!is!specified!in!draft!rule!for!
issue!of!invoice!in!case!of!supply!of!goods.!
Q.$9.$What$are$the$Payment$Rules$under$GST?$
1.! The! electronic! tax! liability! register,! electronic! credit! ledger! and! electronic! cash! ledger! will! be!
maintained!on!the!common!portal!for!every!registered!person.!
2.!The!electronic!credit! ledger!of! taxpayer!will!show!the!details!of! invoice!and!amount!of!credit.! It!will!
also!show!the!credit!matched!and!mismatched.!
Q.10.$What$are$the$Basics$forms$to$be$filed$Online?$
1.! The! registered! taxable! person! is! required! to! file! details! of! outward! supplies! in! Form! GSTRT1!
electronically.!The!recipient!will!receive!GSTR!2A!on!the!basis!of!details!furnished!by!supplier!in!GSTR1.!
2.!The!recipient!will!file!details!of!inward!supplies!in!GSTR!2!electronically!on!basis!of!details!contained!
in!GSTR!2A.!The!recipient!shall!specify!the!details!of!inward!supplies!for!which!he!is!not!eligible!for!input!
tax!credit!and!quantum!of!such!ineligible!input!credit.!
3.!The!registered!taxable!person,!other!than!composition!dealer,!shall!file!monthly!return!in!GSTR3.!Part!
of! this! return!will! be! electronically! generated! from!GSTR1,! GSTR2,! electronic! credit! ledger,! electronic!
cash!ledger!and!electronic!liability!register.!Part!B!has!to!be!filled!to!discharge!liability!or!to!claim!refund.!
The!refund!claimed!in!Part!B!shall!be!deemed!to!be!an!application!filed!for!refund.!
4.!The!final!acceptance!of!input!credit!will!be!made!available!to!registered!taxable!person!through!Form!
GST!ITC!1!electronically.!
5.!A!notice! in!Form!GSTR!3A!will!be!sent!electronically! to!a! registered! taxable!person!who! fails! to! file!
returns.!
 
 
 
Conclusion of two GST Council Meetings 
The Government of India is committed to implement GST by 1st April 2017. The Central Government is 
consistently making progress towards implementation of biggest tax reform in India. 
On 12th September 2016, the Union Cabinet have approved setting up of the GST Council and its secretariat 
with its office at New Delhi in accordance with Article 279A of The Constitution of India.  The first meeting of 
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the GST Council was held on 22nd and 23rd September, 2016. GST council marked consensus on some 
important issues: 
1.  Exemption threshold for GST is decided to increase to Rs 20 lakh from Rs 10 Lakh as envisaged in draft 

GST model law. 
2.  For Northeastern and hilly states, this exemption limit is increased to Rs 10 lakh from 5 lakhs. Northeastern 

and hilly states comprise 11 states i.e. Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Jammu & Kashmir, Manipur, 
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim, Tripura, Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand. 

3.  It is also decided that all cesses would be subsumed into GST. 
4.  States shall have administrative control over assessees with annual turnover of less than Rs 1.5 crore. For 

turnover of over Rs 1.5 crore, there will be jurisdictional assessment by cross empowerment between states 
and Centre leading to single interface. 

5.  On issue of compensating states for any potential revenue loss, the GST Council suggested to take an 
average of revenue growth for three out of last five years excluding two outliers with suggestion of fixing 
base year as 2015-16. 

 
The second meeting of GST Council held on 30th September decided firstly on area-wise & industry-wise 
exemptions and secondly on draft rules of GST. 
1.  Currently, the exemption is given to various entity in 11 states in the northeast and hilly regions from 

excise duty. Consequently, many states gave tax incentive for setting up industry in its states. It was agreed 
that there would be a levy of tax under the GST system on all exempted entities. Once the tax is levied, the 
Central or State government, which gets that tax, would then reimburse the same to these entities. 

2.  The Council also agreed on five subordinate legislations i.e. draft rules and formats dealing with issues 
ranging from registration to invoicing under the new GST regime released on 26th and 27th September. 
(Refer DYKS dated 30/09/2016 for details) 

3.  Going Forward, discussions on crucial rate structure for GST along with service tax assessment and the 
formula for calculating compensation to states would be taken up at the next meeting on 18th-20th 
October. 

 
GSTN will start migrating existing taxpayers onto its system from next month 
In the recent interview of Mr. Navin Kumar, Chairman of GSTN with the Business Line, he said that the Goods 
and Services Tax Network (GSTN) will start migrating over 80 lakh taxpayers onto its system from the next 
month for the smooth implementation of GST regime. Existing taxpayers of Central Excise, Value added tax 
and Service Tax will be migrated to GSTN. 
The GSTN will begin issuing GST identity numbers (GSTIN) and generating passwords for these taxpayers. 
They can log on to the system, familiarize themselves with it as well as provide us the relevant information. 
The GSTN, which will provide the IT infrastructure for the new indirect tax levy, has already received a list of 
all the taxpayers, their Permanent Account Numbers (PAN), names of the business entities, and their 
constitution or form from the tax authorities. 
On receiving their ID and passwords, taxpayers will be expected to log on to the GSTN and provide three 
additional inputs - place and address of business, name (s) of directors or proprietors, and details of bank 
accounts which will become part of the GST records. 
Though as per the Section 142 of the Draft Model GST Law the taxpayers will have time up to six months after 
the roll out of GST to provide this information, but to get familiarize with the new indirect taxation in India- 
“GST”; GSTN has planned to start migration of existing taxpayers to GSTN from next month itself. 
The Report of Business Process for Registration in GST mentions the process for the migration of existing 
service taxpayers to GST, the Service Tax authority will ask the existing taxpayers to intimate the States where 
they want to get registered in as option of Centralized registration in Service tax will be shifted towards the 
mandatory state wise registration in the GST regime.  
 
Service Tax & Excise: 
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Recent case laws: 
 
1. Rule 5A Audit - Service Tax - Submission of Records 
Judgment of Delhi High Court quashing rule 5A(2) of Service Tax Rules, 1994 and holding service tax audits 
as invalid, has been stayed by Supreme Court; hence, for time being, service tax audits may continue - [2016] 
73 taxmann.com 402 (SC) 
2. SC on Input Tax Credit: Input tax credit is not a right but it is a concession granted by the statute - 
conditions specified for availing Input Tax Credit must be fulfilled - Jayam & Co. Vs AC & Anr. (2016 (9) 
TMI 408 - Supreme Court) 
3. Rule 9(C): Place of Provision of Services - Intermediary Services 
In case of Freight Forwarding (Buying and Selling cargo space) on principal-to-principal basis, freight margin 
would not amount to 'intermediary services' and Place of Provision thereof would be determined as per rule 10 
of Place of Provision of Services Rules, 2012 - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 365 (AAR - New Delhi) 
4. Transportation of Goods (Other than Mail or Courier) Services: 
Place of Provision of freight margin on export shipment would be outside India and not taxable; however, in 
case of import shipment : (a) freight margin was in negative list upto 31-5-2016; (b) from 1-6-2016, freight 
margin on transport by aircraft will be exempt and freight margin on transport by vessel will be taxable - [2016] 
73 taxmann.com 365 (AAR - New Delhi) 
5. Declared Services - Intellectual Property Rights Services 
Payments to foreign holding company towards : (a) trademark and license fee for using trademark/brand of 
foreign holding company; and (b) Sales and Business Support fee for services in relation to Business Planning, 
strategies, operational & administrative support etc., are liable to service tax in hands of Indian subsidiary under 
reverse charge - [2016] 73 taxmann.com 314 (AAR - New Delhi) 
 
States start looking for consultants for GST 
States have started scouting for tax consultants to advise them on technical aspects of the goods and services 
tax (GST), which is planned to be rolled out from April next year.  With the Centre moving on to the fast track 
to meet the April 2017 deadline, the Punjab government has initiated the process of appointing consultant to 
help it successfully implement the new tax regime, which will subsume various state levies like octroi and sales 
tax. 
 
Accounting & Auditing 
Ernst and Young, KPMG and Deloitte scaling up teams on forensic talent 
The Big Four audit and accounting firms are aggressively hiring forensic talent to cope with demand generated 
by companies looking to tackle an increasingly complex regulatory and business environment, as well as 
current and emerging threats. Ernst and Young, KPMG, PricewaterhouseCoopers and Deloitte are looking to 
scale up their teams by up to 25% as they broaden forensic data analytics capabilities beyond traditional 
antifraud and compliance functions into areas such as legal, information governance and cybersecurity. 
 
Computation of Turnover in case of Future & Option Transactions for Tax Audit purposes: 
The value of transactions in Future & Option is usually very high but the profit margin is fairly low.  Although, 
the tax audit is required only in cases where the where the annual turnover is more than Rs. 1 Crores, but in 
case of Traders who deal in the Future & Option Market, they are easily able to generate such turnover in a 
month. Although the turnover is very high but the profit margin is fairly low. 
Moreover, the transactions in Future & Option Market are completed without the delivery of shares or 
securities. The transactions are also squared up by payment of differences. The contract notes are issued for the 
full value of the asset purchased or sold but the entries in the books of accounts are made only for the 
difference. The transactions may be squared up at any time on or before the expiry date. 
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Therefore, in case of Derivatives Transactions in the Future & Option Market, the manner of computation of 
turnover is different from the manner of computation of turnover in case of other businesses. In case of Future 
& Option Transactions, the turnover would be determined as follows:- 

•! The total of favorable and unfavorable trades would be taken as the turnover. 
•! Premium received on the sale of options is also to be included in the turnover. 
•! In respect of any reverse trade entered, the difference thereon, should also form a part of the turnover. 

 
Miscellaneous 
Ban on circulation of trading tips via social media – 8 things you should know 
The SEBI has issued consultation paper proposing amendments or clarifications to the investment adviser 
regulations. The objective of the consultation paper is to specify uniform standards across all the 
intermediaries/persons engaged in providing investment advisory services irrespective of whether such activity 
is incidental to their primary activity or not and to address the gaps or overlaps in legal or regulatory standards. 
The key highlights of consultative papers are as under: 
1. Ban on circulation of trading tips via social media platform: SEBI has proposed to curb the practice of 
providing trading tips (containing buy or sell recommendation on securities) to the general public through any 
social media platform such as SMSs, email, telephonic call, whatsapp, ChatOn, Wechat, Twitter, Facebook, etc. 
2. Restrictions on mutual fund distributors: Under the existing norms, a mutual fund distributor can sell 
mutual fund products and he can also provide basic advice on mutual fund products and in executing the 
transactions. It has been proposed that only corporate entities registered as investment advisers should offer 
execution or distribution services. Further, mutual fund distributors should be registered as investment advisors 
if they want to engage themselves in providing incidental or basic investment advisory services on mutual fund 
products. 
3. No exemption for professionals: Under the existing norms Chartered Accountants, Company Secretaries, 
Portfolio investors, stock brokers, etc., are exempted from registration to act as investment advisors. But now 
SEBI has proposed that all the persons engaged in financial planning services shall mandatorily be required to 
register themselves as investment advisors. 
4. Ban on schemes, games, and competitions: It is observed that various entities are offering schemes, 
competitions, games, leagues, etc., related to securities market. Such Schemes are generally based on predicting 
the price movement of securities and they are neither approved nor endorsed by SEBI. In order to protect the 
interest of the investors in the securities market and to curb such practice of offering schemes, etc., it is 
proposed to add new provision to restrict such activities. 
 
All home buyers may get relief for delay in delivery by builders 
In a judgment that is sure to put huge financial burden on already cash-crunched real estate developers, all 
home buyers of a housing project will automatically be the party to a case filed against the builder. The ruling 
says, under Section 12 (1) (c) of the Consumer Protection Act, irrespective of whether they have filed the case 
or not, buyers will be eligible for the benefits, according to a National Consumer Disputes Redressal 
Commission (NCDRC) judgment. 

 
 
 

 


